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The published version of the paper reports results based on simulated user methodology.

There are some omissions in the algorithm and the statement of the approach. Sec-

tion ‘‘Simulated User Methodology and Cluster Ranking’’ and the Algorithm 1 should read

as:

It should be noted that by the way we simulate the user, a new ranking of documents is

created based on the sequence of clusters examined by the user and the within-cluster

ranking of the documents. This way we can compare the interactive ranking approach

against a baseline ranking, which may not be based on any clustering or even polyrep-

resentation, in a controlled environment utilising standard IR evaluation measures. All the

documents the simulated user visits form a ranking according to the procedure given in

Algorithm 1 for fixed l. For each query, the l documents from each cluster are combined

together and are re-ranked based on their actual retrieval weights—which are computed by

applying combSum on the weights produced by Equation 2 and 3 for REPin and REPd

respectively; to create the final ranking. Note that, for a fixed l the order of clusters (cluster

ranking) has no effect (only the parameter l, which is fixed and the same for each cluster,

influences the ranking), while for Varireps and Variseq, respectively, the cluster order

matters because it determines the number of documents drawn from each cluster. In this
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case l is variable and a different number of l documents are taken from each cluster and

added to the ranking.

Note: These corrections do not affect the experimental results given in the paper.
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